COMMUNICATIONS.

The following are not editorial remarks regarding your columns expressed by correspondents.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE TECH:

In your last issue appeared a most interesting communication from a student, Super, Junior, Sophomore, Freshman or Special. It does not appear, on the other hand, if the discussion of the matter of Caps and Gowns.

What a tremendous affair our friends are making out of a mere nothing! Japan will not go to war again with us. Russia should class the graduate in Caps and Gowns this year nor could supply the program of the Panama Canal Zone become stable. Regarding setting a "standard to which everyone must conform regardless of the additional expenditure" I ask whether our injured ones mean to convey the idea that anyone who doesn't wear a Cap and Gown will have his head chipped off or his nose tweaked, should he flitly and stoutly refuse to comply with the inflexible decree, or does the man simply to convey the idea of succession grading classes being unable to return to a former graduation custom?

Again what has John Mitchell of the Labor Organization to do with Caps and Gowns? Why didn't our learned friend mention the Baker Makers Organization of the Fiji Islands? They all wear aprons at dinner, (Continued on Page 4.)